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December started with mild showers bestowing Chennai with 

pleasant winter experience. People were enjoying the chillness, 

until the devastating cyclone Vardha showed us the intensity of 

Nature's fury. It just took less than 48 hrs to literally transform 

the green covered landscape of the city into a barren wasteland. 

Though the dreadful cyclone vandalized the city causing more 

damage to the flora and fauna Chennai, as usual rose up quickly 

to regain its normalcy.  

So, happened this Alumni Reunion on Dec 24, 2016 at the Park, 

Chennai. This Alumni Reunion'16 has given us some very 

beautiful moments to cherish and to feel pride. One such 

moment captured by Mallika Parveen (of 1993 batch), was the 

“Rolling Trophy” moments which rolled everyone's heart.  She 

records the moments thus, “When 2014 batch was announced as 

the winner based on number of registrations and not on 

percentile basis, Abdul Hakkim the representative of 2014 batch 

refused to collect the trophy but handed over to 1993 batch by 

saying that 1993 batch rightly deserves it and his words that “I 

was born in 1993” brought tears to my eyes. What a  great 

display of love and affection by the 2014 batch coupled with the 

enormous maturity.

We are excited to announce the much awaited and first ever US 

Crescent Alumni Get Together is on January 28, 2017 at Las 

Vegas, Nevada.

The Registrations are open at https:// www.certlog.com/ 

crescent. Already 70 alumni have planned to meet for 

networking and fun frolic experience. We request interested 

people to register soon.

Alumni Reunion and AGM 2016

Upcoming Events
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One of the Major Events of the year, in the Alumni calendar is 

the Alumni Reunion and AGM . This year the event was held on 

24th December 2016 at  The Park Hotel. The program started 

at 5.30 pm and concluded by 10.30 pm.

Between 6.00 pm and 7.00 pm the AGM was conducted, 

Report on Activities of the Parent Association was presented 

by its General Secretary and  for the UAE Chapter, Oman 

Chapter and Singapore, reports were presented  by their 

respective representatives.

A Debate on "Demonetization " was conducted by the Crescent 

School of Business between 7.00 pm to 7.45 pm.

Then we moved on to the main event of the evening " Awards 

Night ". Nine distinguished Alumni from different fields were 

short listed and awarded. The awards were presented to the 

Awardees by Senior most faculty members who have served 

for many years in the University. The awardees briefly shared 

their thoughts and memories .

Then we had the Award for Maximum Attendance - Read more 

about this in the article on the next page.

After this there was an interactive session among  the Alumni, 

followed by music and dinner.

It was a wonderful event , attended by 286 alumni, 19 Senior 

most faculty members of  the University, Top Management of 

the University , including the Chairman.

The Detailed Alumni Reunion Summary with Photos will be 

released by 1st week of January 2017, don't miss to have a 

look at it for details.

Overall it was a wonderful experience for the Alumni 

Executive Committee in organizing the event and it was very 

satisfying to see a Good turn out and Great Interaction.



This year's Christmas Eve was no different from the 

usual weather being as cold and windy as possible. 

But at The Park, Chennai, the atmosphere was 

entirely different – warm, vibrant and rocking! With 

our AGM 2016 Reunion event and a jam-packed 

audience, the weather inside the Park was hot and 

humid too. Thanks to the Crescent School of 

Business, the entire event was on live streaming and 

I was able to watch all the proceedings live, sitting 

here in Dubai. What a wonderful evening it was! 

Seeing my Professors Murugan Sir, Prince Sir, Sheikh 

Sir, Bilal Sir being a part of this lovely evening made 

me quite nostalgic. Our 1993 batch were greatly 

benefited by their superb teaching and guidance.

This year's function was special for our batch as our 

batch mate Shankaranarayanan was the award 

recipient for 'Advances in IT'. Moreover this year a 

new initiative was started to introduce a 'Rolling 

Trophy' for the batch with maximum attendance, to 

encourage more number of alumni participants. 

Well, from the day it was announced our 1993 batch 

was determined to grab the trophy. We were doing a 

lot of campaigning and networking to have all the 

Chennai based friends gather at the alumni meet. 

Being Christmas holidays quite a few of them had 

gone out on vacation with their family and kids. Two 

days before the meet, the top contenders were 

1993, 1992 and 2014 batches with 17, 16 and 14 

registrations respectively. We were very confident 

that the trophy was ours. But on the day of the 

alumni meet, the tables turned suddenly with 24 

registrations from the 2014 batch and ours at 21. 

Then we started working out the percentile scores 

based on the total batch strength instead of the 

total attendees. Our argument put forward was 

“How can 24 out of 1200+ be better than 21 out of 

180?” We had topped as per our percentile 

calculation and we were determined not to let our 

trophy slip away from us so easily. The spot 

registration at the venue further increased the 2014 

batch strength and we were still behind them by a 

few more whiskers.

When the final moment arrived, the winner was 

announced as 2014 batch based on the actual 

numbers and not on the percentile as argued by our 

batch. We were indeed very disappointed. After 

having taken so much effort to gather at the venue, 

with some of them even rescheduling their holiday 

trip, it saddened our

hearts to see the trophy being given to 2014 batch. 

But when the 2014 batch representative Abdul 

Hakim refused to collect the trophy and handed 

over the trophy to our 1993 batch by saying that we 

rightly deserve it, for taking all the pains to gather 

together for the meet, it was no less than a thrilling 

climax. His speech “I was born in 1993” brought 

tears to my eyes. What a great display of love and 

affection by Hakim and his friends, coupled with an 

enormous amount of maturity. They just made all 

our percentile calculations look so silly, with their 

lovely wonderful gesture. Abdul Hakim, Preethi, 

Monica, Meena, Sandeep, Vivek, Prasanna on the 

dais and Pooranachandran, Abdul Fayaz, Pavithra 

Narayanan, BalaAlamelu, Khathija Parveen, 

VigneshRaghav, Sikkanthar Basha, Sundar, Sidhu, 

Zoheb, Teju, Wassim and other 2014 batch alumni, 

kudos to all of you.

Ultimately, on records our batch is the proud owner 

of the rolling trophy this year. Yes, we have won the 

trophy, but have lost our hearts to the 2014 batch. I 

personally can't stop admiring them. They proved 

that winning hearts is far more important than 

winning the trophy.

Being used to be addressed as 'maam' by my juniors, 

past and present students, I was happy to be 

addressed as 'akka' by Abdul Hakim. Thank you 2014 

batch, for making me your dear akka. What is more 

important to all of us is that we all are Crescentians, 

whether we are 1993 batch or 2014 batch. And I am 

proud to be a Crescentian.

Crescent Alumni Reunion 2016 - Tribute From 1993 Batch To 2014 BatchCrescent Alumni Reunion 2016 - Tribute From 1993 Batch To 2014 Batch

Dr. C. Mallika Parveen, 1989-1993 Batch, Mechanical Engineering Department
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ALUMNI - MY WALL

A UNIQUE INITIATIVE BY THE UAE CHAPTER 

In November 2016 - Our UAE / GCC Chapter launched a new concept called ‘My Wall’ . The aim of 

this initiative is to understand more about Alumni members in the Association and what benefits 

can be shared . The " My Wall" Poster with the information about an Alumni covering the following 

details would be shared on a weekly basis in all the BSA Crescent University Alumni WhatsApp 

groups in GCC Chapter,  other Chapters globally and the Parent Alumni Association Newsletter.

1. Name, Batch, Branch and other Educational Qualifications.

2. Current Job, Roles & Responsibilities and Contact details.

3. His / Her - Job / Employment History or Business Details in case of an Entrepreneur.

4. What he can give / share with others and what he expects from the others.

5. His Passion and Hobby

This My Wall initiative has received great response and appreciation from the Alumni members.
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BSA Crescent University Alumni – UAE Chapter conducted a mentoring programme called EDGE 
(Entrepreneurship Development Group of Emirates)on 9th Dec 2016 in Dubaifor aspiring and existing 
Entrepreneurs. This entire Mentoring Program is designed to provide the following benefits to the Alumni who 
are already employed but aspires to start their own business and to the  young entrepreneurs who want to 
hone their entrepreneurial skills,  

 Counselling and guidance to aspirants

 Provide tools & technics to prepare basic feasibility Report for business ideas.

 Guide the aspiring entrepreneurs from “concept to launch”

 Help prepare presentations, reports and all such documents and SWOT analysis.

 Risk analysis and guidance to mitigate risk.

 Provide strategy, management and legal advise

 Vet and suggest corrections to JV agreements, franchise agreements, etc.

 Provide financial and accounting advise

 Provide references to professionals and companies who can help them to establish their business.

 Provide training in Soft Skills and Entrepreneurial skills.

It was attended by appx 25 people and the whole programme was appreciated by the attendees for the 
information shared. The program proved to be successful in realizing its objective and it is planned to 
continue in the forth coming months also for the benefit of more number of Alumni.  
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FAMILY GET TOGETHER IN FEB 2017FAMILY GET TOGETHER IN FEB 2017
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STAFF of the MONTH

I joined Saleh Kamil Crescent Engineering College on 31 Oct 

1984, the day on which we lost our Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi. 

Prof.S.Peer Mohamed, the institution builder with a human 

touch, was the founder Principal. Quality and discipline was his 

mantra. He made Senior Professors like Prof.Sulaiman Modi, 

Dr.C.V.Ramdas, Prof.A.M.Srinivasan, Dr.K.M.A.Mohammed 

Sulaiman, Dr.T.V.Balasubramanian, Dr.Srinivasa Gopalan, Dr. 

Mohideen Ibramsha, Dr.R.Srinivasa Raghavan, Dr.S.D.Murthy, 

Dr.M.Ponnavaikko, Dr.S.Ganesan Prof.N. Nithiyanandham, and 

others with vast experience and expertise, to head the 

departments. They guided the young and energetic faculty 

members to establish the departments and set up various 

laboratories with latest equipment and adequate facilities.

I remember the days when students attended classes from 8 am 

to 6 pm and all the faculty members vied with each other to 

take extra classes. I used to provide the charts of result analysis 

for each class and Prof. Peer Mohamed addressed the students 

to improve their performance in their examinations. Prof. Peer 

Mohamed used to ask the students, “Will you accept a defective 

material when you purchase? Similarly get the best out of the 

faculty members. Ask questions and clear your doubts. By 

asking a silly question you may be called a fool for that instant 

only. By not asking that question you will remain a fool 

forever”. He encouraged the students, made them to think and 

realize to reset their goal and work for that. He wanted the 

students to be highly disciplined. In fact it was Prof. Peer 

Mohamed, called me, in the early days and said, "Bilal, there 

must be some faculty members who should be strict and guide 

the students. You should don that role." 

He also took care of all the faculty members and staff 

personally. Within three months of my joining the institution, 

my 3 month old daughter was admitted in the hospital. I was 

wondering how I was going to settle the hospital bill - since the 

place was new to me. Prof. Peer Mohamed sent a cover through 

a messenger. I was surprised to find adequate money in it to 

settle the bill. He also visited the hospital and enquired about 

my daughter's health.

He led the institution to the limelight within a short span of 

time.  CEC became one of the sought after institutions and 

seats of CEC were filled within two days of opening during Anna 

University admission.

I used to assist Prof. S. Peer Mohamed to identify poor students 

in need of financial assistance. He not only provided 

scholarship to them but also monitored their progress. I had the 

opportunity to travel with him to different parts of Tamil Nadu 

to conduct career guidance programme to the school students 

and also to guide them to face their +2 and 10th examinations. 

He used to involve me in the activities of OMIEAT and Tamilnadu 

Muslim Graduate Association. I always cherish my personal 

association with Prof. S. Peer Mohamed.

Dr.S.Sathikh, an undaunted task master, candidly played the 

role of Director Research. He literally forced the faculty 

members to enrich their knowledge by taking up  research and 

to publish papers in journals and present papers in 

Conferences. Thanks to his “drive”, many of the faculty 

members acquired their doctorate and published papers. As 

Secretary R&D, I was closely observing his style of functioning. 

He used to encourage the faculty members on their research 

work, taunt them when necessary and take decisions to provide 

financial help to create necessary research facility. It was he 

who started B.Tech Polymer Technology programme. I worked 

with him in tandem as 'Head of the department' of Polymer 

Technology to design its curriculum, develop the syllabi and 

institute the programme in the University of Madras. In fact, 

under his stewardship only most of the equipment in the 

Polymer Technology department were purchased. 

Dr.S.Arumugham, as a Principal, administered the College 

silently and very effectively, following the footsteps of 

Prof.S.Peer Mohamed. He was a disciplinarian and encouraged 

the students to go for higher studies or take up 

entrepreneurship. He was also close to faculty members and 

staff and even looked after their personal needs.

Dr.B.S.Abdur Rahman, our beloved founder, always had 

Crescent close to his heart. He used to visit the institution 

frequently and gave full freedom to the authorities in the 

institution to administer. He always took care to provide 

adequate funds for developing the institution. He had a dream 

of making the institution excel on par with IITs, RECs (NITs) and 

the minority community to flock the institution and gain more 

out of it. In fact thanks to his far sightedness many from the 

community, whose parents were penniless, could get higher 

education and is presently in higher position leading great 

institutions. The students of Crescent Engineering College are 

spread all over the world. BSA knew almost all the faculty 

members by name and used to freely interact with them.

I enjoyed the different roles I donned during these 32 years. As 

Head of the department of Chemistry, thanks to the 

management, Dr.V.M.Periasamy, Principal and senior Professors 

Dr.D.Easwaramurthy and Dr.S.Kuttirani, a supporting 

department was developed as Research department and later 

launched M.Sc. Programme in Chemistry. Thanks to the hard 

work by the faculty members, the department presently has 

projects worth more than Rs 200 lakhs funded by the 

Dr.I.Mohammed Bilal, M.Sc., B.Ed., Ph.D.,

Professor of Eminence in Chemistry & 
Controller of Examinations
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Government agencies. 

I have had the privilege of individually moving with all the 

students, faculty members and staff from all the departments 

throughout my career till this day. I was involved in admission 

process, conducted entrance examination for B.E/B.Tech from 

1990 onwards and the Coordinator for the First year UG classes. 

I was also the coordinator of eSRM, managing the data for the 

CEC, email facility, college web portal and issue of ID cards.

As Management Representative (2003-2009) for ISO 9001-2000 I 

had the privilege of closely working with Dr. K.P. Mohammed 

the then Principal and drafted the ISO manual. The manual and 

various processes were audited by Det Norsky Veritas, 

Netherlands and was ISO Certified for a period of three years 

(2003-06). I continued to enjoy the camaraderie when 

Dr.V.M.Periasamy became the Principal under whose guidance 

DNV recertifcation was obtained for another three years (2006-

09).

During my tenure as Dean (Planning & Development) 2006-2009 

the infrastructure of the College was further developed. 

Additional lab spaces and class room spaces were created. A 

team of top officials of the college visited Nanyang University 

and National University Singapore to see the facilities available 

and plan the facilities to be incorporated in the new hostel 

buildings in our campus. The new hostel buildings stand as a 

testimony to this.

Dr.K.P.Mohammed trusted my abilities and appointed me as 

Deputy Warden of Kilakkarai Buhari Alim Men's Hostel (2000-

2005). The support I received from Prof.S.Peer Mohamed and 

Janab. M.K.Mohammed Hasan, Treasurer enabled me to 

transform the environment of the hostel more congenial for 

studies and for extra-curricular activities. Along with 

Prof.M.Abubacker, Deputy Warden and later with Prof.I.Sathik 

Ali, I delegated powers to the resident tutors. Study hour was 

introduced to make the inmates to concentrate on their 

academics. The inmates were impressed upon to realise their 

primary responsibility as students which reflected in their 

academic performance. Most of the inmates excelled in 

academics as well as in extracurricular activities. Many 

students appeared for the GATE examinations and came out 

with flying colours.

As Director Crescent IAS and Career Guidance Academy 

2010–13, efforts were taken to disseminate the importance of 

civil services among the Muslim community in various parts of 

Tamilnadu. Training was imparted to selected M.Sc. students to 

face the CSIR-UGC NET Examination in which more than 90% 

cleared the examinations every year for three consecutive 

years.  Dr.Ariya Sakthi trained in our academy joined the IAS 

Cadre in 2012 and Mr. Imthiyaz Ahamed was posted as Inspector 

(Intelligence Bureau, GOI) and many others got postings on 

clearing their SSC, Gr. I & Gr. II Service examinations. 

As 'Director Entrance Examinations' for B.S.Abdur Rahman 

University in 2009, I was closely associated with 

Alhaj.V.N.A.Jalal, Director Admissions. Entrance examination 

procedures were established and the BSAEEE examination was 

successfully conducted. Online application procedures were 

also established.

As Dean, Science & Humanities (2009-12) I had the opportunity 

to work with Dr.P.Kanniappan, Vice Chancellor 

Dr.V.M.Periasamy, Registrar and Dr.V.Sankaranarayanan, 

Director- University Projects. It was fun working with them 

preparing the documents for submission to UGC and NBA. With 

the support of heads of the departments of Maths Physics and 

Chemistry new PG programmes were launched. Ph.D 

programmes were initiated in all the departments including 

English.

Dr.P.Kanniappan appointed me as the Controller of 

Examinations from 2012. I established a full-fledged office of 

COE and drew the procedures for various processes. The 

challenges posed under various circumstances were faced by 

all with a smiling face especially with the help of 

Prof.T.Venkatesan, former DCOE, Prof.A.Saibulla, DCOE, 

Mr.V.Kannan, AR (Exam) and all the staff of the office of COE. 

Prof.M.Katheeja Parveen, former DCOE, put in a lot of efforts 

to develop a software for the examination process.  It was a 

pleasure working with Dr.Rangaswamy, Dean-Academic, 

particularly in planning the academic calendar every year and 

with Dr.V.Murugesan, Registrar, in all the activities of the 

University .

I treasure the Alumni Appreciation award presented to me for 

my dedicated contribution and service to students in 2004, 

Silver Jubilee Celebration Award by the Management of BSAU in 

Feb 2011 in appreciation of the excellent service rendered for 

more than 25 years and the Distinguished Alumnus Award given 

by Jamal Mohamed College, Trichy in 2012 for my contribution 

in the field of Higher Education. 

All the efforts put in by the students and by us, the faculty 

members, have borne the fruit. Wherever we go -whether it is 

any international airport or any shop in the corner of any city in 

India- we could get a surprise note 'Sir, what a pleasant surprise 

to meet you here'.  I cherish my relationship with all the 

students.

I still find the life in crescent very smooth, thanks to the family-

like environment prevailing in the campus and the empathy 

enjoyed by the faculty members, staff of the 

college/University and the staff members of Crescent School 

from among themselves.
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DEPARTMENT OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERINGDEPARTMENT OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

 The Department of Automobile Engineering is growing 

fast with a number of well established laboratories, 

advanced research facilities and computation 

capabilities.

 The department is carrying out research and industrial 

consultancy in all the fields of automobile engineering 

and offers higher education.

 The faculties have rich experience both in industry and 

academics.

OUR ASPIRATIONS

 Apply engineering skills to the problems in Automotive 

materials analysis, Vehicle testing, Cost analysis and 

enhance the quality of the product.

 Develop new technologies & tools 

 Support diagnosis of mobility

 Continuous monitoring of defect

 Develop process operation model for safety  and 

better efficiency of vehicle operation

PROGRAMMES OFFERED

 B. Tech Automobile Engineering

 M Tech (By Research)

 Ph.D (full Time & Pat Time)

HIGHLIGHTS OF AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT

Collaboration with premier institutes and industries

 Industry experts from Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd,  UCAL 

fuel system, Tata consultancy services and BOSCH are 

pursuing Ph.D.

 Guest lectures of scientist and engineers from 

automotive industries

 Academic Participation from Ford India Ltd, Ashok 

Leyland , CVRDE, UCAL fuel system ,Tata consultancy 

services BOSCH, ASDC and Design india desk pvt ltd.

Organized various Workshops, Seminars, Guest lectures, 

and Industrial Visits to enhance learning

 Two days National Conference on Emerging Trends in 

Automotive Technology on 15th& 16th April 2016

 Mobility safety workshop on 8th September 2015

 Vehicle dynamics seminar on 11th October 2014

Well established Lab facilities 

 Vehic le Dynamics  Laboratory,  Fuels  and 

lubricantstesting laboratory, Engine Testing 

Laboratory, Automotive Electrical & Electronics 

Laboratory, Vehicle Maintenance Laboratory, Engine 

Components Laboratory, Two and Three Wheelers 

Laboratory and Four  Wheeler Laboratory.

Two days National conference Emerging Trend in Automotive 
Technology on 15th & 16th April 2016. Release of Conference 

Proceeding  on 15th April 2016 byDr. K. Sethur Pandian, 
Senior Principal Engineer, Mahindra & Mahindra, 

Dr. V. Sankaranarayanan, Director of University Projects and 
Mr. Prashanth Krishnan, Sharda Motors Industries Pvt Ltd.
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 Students are given best training in modelling and 

simulation software packages that are widely used in 

Automobile industries such as CATIA, ANSYS, HYPER-

MESH and MATLAB  besides undergoing core practical 

classes in other laboratory facilities of the department.

RESEARCH THRUST & FUTURE VISION

 Vehicle Dynamics - Analysis of Noise  Vibration  and 

Harshness ,Renewable Energy and Emission Control, 

Autotronics and  Safety, Smart materials and product 

design, Electric & Hybrid Vehicle.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

 National level GO Kart championship Coimbatore at Kari 

motor sport speedway on 26th & 27th January 2015  

organized by Imperial Society of Innovative Engineers 

(ISIE) - 8th  position in all over India.

 Electric Solar Vehicle Championship(ESVC) Virtual event 

on 30th October organized by Imperial Society of 

Innovative Engineers (ISIE)- virtual round with standing 

of 16th position out of 49 teams.

 BAJA VEHICLE  2015 (ATV – All  Terrain Vehicle) 

competition at Pitampur, Madhyapradesh, February 

2015 and BAJA  2016 (ATV – All Terrain  

Vehicle)competition at Pithambur ,Indore  from 

16.02.2016 to 21.02.2016 (for 6 days) -secured 26th rank 

in all over india out of180 teams.

 Inferno Kartv 2.0 - 2016 (Indian Karting Race) at 

Coimbatore from 24.08.2016 to 29.08.2016 won the 

award for light weight award  and Inferno kart Team   

Dynamic Karting Challenge 2016 held at Buddh 

International circuit, Greater Noida  at New Delhi from 

29th to 31st March 2016, Won best design and auto cross 

event award.

 SAE SUPRA 2016 competition at Noida from 04.07.2016 

to 09.07.2016

OPPORTUNITIES

 The possible employers include government 

establishments like NATRIP, Hindustan Motors, Bharath 

Automobiles, Elcon Engineering, Maruti  Udyog 

Limited, Scooters India etc and private / multinational 

enterprises like TELCO, Ashok Leyland, Mahindra & 

Mahindra, TVS, Krisloskar, Hero motorcorp, Skoda 

Auto,Daimler, Fiat Chrsler Automobiles,Renault Nissan 

etc.

 In addition there are plenty of opportunities for higher 

studies and employment abroad in many countries like 

USA, Germany, France UK, Australia , Dubai and 

Singapore.

 Entrepreneurship like service outlets, dealership,  parts 

manufacture etc. 

 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE  & 

FOUR WHEELER LAB

 
TWO & THREE WHEELER LAB

 

ENGINE TESTING & ENGINE 
COMPONENTS LAB

 

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC & 
ELECTRONICS LAB

Mr.N. Balasubramanian, Lead Trainer from Automotive 
Skill Development Council (ASDC) visited Automobile

Laboratory on 25th November 2016.
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Contact Details of Crescent Alumni Association

OFFICE BEARERS
Parent Chapter:

Mr. Abdul Qadir Abdul Rahman Buhari, Chief Mentor & Advisor

BSA Crescent Alumni Association
I Floor, Convention Centre

B S Abdur Rahman University 
Vandalur, Chennai – 600048

http://crescentalumni.com

Ms. Jabeen, 
Administrative Executive

E-Mail: alumniassociation@bsauniv.ac.in

Mobile: +919087864488

Mr. SujitTharakan President 1994

Mr. Mohamed Arshad Vice President 1992

Mr. Sugan Jain Vice President 1994

Mr. Seshadrinathan R. General Secretary 1989

Mrs. Aisha Banu Joint Secretary 2004

Mr. ArunSundaram Treasurer 2006

Mrs. SairaBanu Joint Treasurer 2003

Mr. AnsarMohideen Member  1993

Mrs. Arul Malar Member  2004

Mr. Ashok D Nichani Member  1996

Mr. Basha Member  1991

Mr. FarvazeAhamed Member  2003

Mr. Janarthanan Member  2002

Mr. Kavin Kumar Member  2002

Mr. Narayanan Hariharan Member  2005

Mr. Ravanan Member  1990

Mr. Sriram Kumar Member  2004

Mr. Vishal Khemka Member  1995

Name Position Batch
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Contact Details of Crescent Alumni Association

Singapore Chapter

Mr. Mohammed Ibrahim President  1999

Mr. AhamedMohideen Vice President 1989

Mr. S.M.F. Rahman General Secretary 2004

Mr. SadiqBasha Joint Secretary 2001

Mr. Tariq Anwar Treasurer  2009

Mr. Sickender Shaw Joint Treasurer 2002

Name Position Batch

Oman Chapter

Mr. Kamil Tahir Gani President  1990

Mr. AyasBijili Vice President 1994

Mr. Abubacker Secretary  1999

Mr. Ahamed Joint Secretary 2009

Mr. Vijay Treasurer  2000

Name Position Batch

U.A.E. Chapter

Mr. Ali Akbar President  1990

Mr. Saduhally Vice President 1992

Mr. Ilyas Baig  General Secretary 1990

Mr. Ashik Joint Secretary 2009

Mr. Rafi Treasurer  2005

Mr. Mukthar Joint Treasurer 2011

Name Position Batch

Chief Mentor: Chief Advisor:Mr. Syed Bukhari Mr. Hanifa Jain Alaudeen
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BSAU ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

BSA Crescent Alumni Association,
1st Floor, Convention Centre,
B S Abdur Rahman University Vandalur,
Chennai - 600 048.

http://crescentalumni.com
E:alumniassociation@bsauniv.ac.in
M: +91 90878 64488
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